Help customers get a
complete picture of their
network with Cisco ISE

Increase visibility, control access and contain threats
Networks are ever more complex. And devices are proliferating by the
minute. It’s harder to see what’s on the network and it’s harder to spot a
threat.
The industry breach time to detection is 191 days on average.
The average cost of a data breach is $3.62 million.
(Source: Ponemon Institute)

Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) provides streamlined, scalable network
access to help realise a stronger security posture.

How does it work?
ISE makes it easy to gain visibility and control of the corporate network,
providing a dashboard view into every user, device and threat across
wired, wireless and VPN access.
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Customer benefits
Cisco ISE offers a holistic approach to network access security.
Customers gain many advantages when ISE is deployed, including:

Streamlined network visibility and
context-based access

Extensive policy enforcement
Flexible access rules that meet business
requirements controlled from a central location
that distributes enforcement across the entire
network and security infrastructure.

Know who, what, where, and how endpoints and
devices are connecting. Look deep into devices
to ensure compliance and limit risk.

Robust guest experiences

Streamlined Bring-Your-Own-Device
(BYOD) and enterprise mobility

Provide multiple levels of access to the
network

Easy, out-of-the-box setup for self-service
device onboarding and management
infrastructure.
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Aid customer retention
and increase stickiness by
enhancing security posture

Unlock new opportunities –
understand what a customer
wants to achieve with an
option to upsell added-value
professional services

Drive recurring annuity
business through managed
services

Why Comms-care for Cisco ISE

End-to-end solution

Single point of contact

We can support partner sales opportunities end-to-end

We provide a single point of contact throughout the
project

Cisco Gold Partner

Bespoke Solution

Comms-care has been a Cisco Gold Partner for twelve
years, serving as recognition of its Cisco technical
expertise

The solution components are designed to meet exact
customers’ needs

We can support you at any point of the journey with
your customer.
Discover
Helping channel partners and their
customers understand the art of
the possible
Design
Creating Cisco ISE design
documentation to provide a SoW
for delivery components

Deploy
Simple ISE deployment using
a Secure Network Server or a
Virtual Machine
Manage
Leveraging Managed Services
solutions to deliver ongoing
24/7/365 support

Find out more
https://www.comms-care.com/cisco-ise/

